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The Renaissance Austin Hotel Offers Guests an Exclusive Shopping Package  
One of the best hotels in Austin, the Renaissance Austin Hotel offers guests a head start this holiday shopping season with a  $50 gift card to 

the Arboretum Market Shops. 

 
Austin, TX – The holiday season has two sides: there is the spending-time-with-family, embracing-the-holiday-spirit and 
rejoicing-in-life side, and then there’s the thrifty-shopping, deal-hunting and bargain-finding side. The Renaissance Austin Hotel 
encourages guests to embrace both sides of this holiday season with a new hotel deal. The Shopping in Austin package offers 
guests $50 to some of the best stores in Austin, in addition to overnight accommodations, complimentary valet parking and 
complimentary Starbucks® coffee for two. 
 

The Shopping in Austin hotel deal is available at this Austin hotel from now until March 8, 
2012, and can be booked online using promotional code SHO. This deal is valid every Friday 
through Saturday. A limited number of rooms are available for this promotion. Advance 
reservations are required. 
 
This Renaissance hotel in Austin understands that the holiday season is the perfect time to 
visit family members, but the holidays are also the best time to find the biggest deals and the 
deepest savings on everything from clothing to electronics. Those traveling to Austin to visit 
family or friends don’t have to miss out on all the great holiday deals.  
 
Located just moments away from this Renaissance Austin Hotel, the shops at the Arboretum 
Market include Austin’s only Saks Fifth Avenue in addition to other specialty stores. Find the 
perfect shade of blush at Sephora, buy that missing kitchen appliance at Williams-Sonoma or 
purchase the season’s best new fashions at Ann Taylor. With a $50 gift card, guests at this 
Austin hotel can enjoy the shops at the Arboretum Market before returning to the Renaissance 
Austin Hotel and relaxing in comfortable guest rooms. 
 
For more information about this hotel in Austin, visit www.renaissanceaustin.com  

 
About the Renaissance Austin Hotel 
 
Experience an authentic luxury hotel in Austin featuring the distinct style and diverse personality of the Lone Star State at  the 
Renaissance Austin Hotel. Nestled in the picturesque hills of Texas Hill Country, this Austin Arboretum Hotel provides a tranquil 
environment surrounded by nature trails, sophisticated boutiques, and a variety of restaurants. From the dramatic nine-story 
atrium to the stylish, oversized rooms, this newly renovated Austin, Texas hotel features luxurious accommodations and an 
abundance of upscale amenities. The 65,000 square feet of flexible meeting and event space combines modern technology with 
personalized service in a unique environment. Among the scenic 95 acres, discover the beautiful outdoor reception facility, 
perfect for intimate weddings and social gatherings. Enjoy close proximity to Downtown, University of Texas, Sixth Street, as  
well as Austin Bergstrom International Airport. This uniquely Renaissance, distinctly Austin, TX hotel offers a luxurious, eclectic 
experience. 
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